UNNAMED POND
Aurora Twp., Hancock Co.
U. S. G. S. Great Pond, Me.

Fishes
None

Physical Characteristics

Area - 4 acres
Maximum depth - 8 feet

Temperatures
Surface - 74° F.
8 feet - 70° F.

Unnamed Pond is a “pothole pond” or “kettle pond” (no inlet or outlet) located in the whaleback section of Rt. 9, the “Airline” near Aurora village. It is a boggy pond surrounded by swamp spruce and heath bushes. The little pond is unusual in that there are no beaches of any type. You step off the banks into six or eight feet of water, the maximum depth of the pond. There is no access road, but you can drag a boat or canoe from the Airline without much trouble.

The pond has no fish at the present time. It is too warm and too acid for trout. We recommend it as a pond for raising live bait.

Surveyed - August, 1960
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